


Pizza Man – Milwaukee, WI 
Known for its cozy, romantic interior, rustic materials and extensive wine list, Pizza Man 
was a Milwaukee institution since the 1970’s. In July of 2010 the restaurant, along with 
the adjacent tenants in the building, burned to the ground. Pizza Man reopened in 
August of 2013 in a 6,785 square foot space a few blocks from the old location. The 
opening was the most anticipated opening of any Milwaukee restaurant in recent 
history. 
 
The main objective was to recreate the experiences that made Pizza Man so beloved.  
We began by understanding what qualitieswere important in the old space and 
developing creative, cost effective ways to capture them in the new space. The original 
location was small, with few windows and a capacity of only 55. The new location had 
approximately ten times more window space and a capacity of 225, so retaining the 
cozy feel would be a challenge in the larger space. 
 
Stepping through the wood entry one steps into a wine cellar. Instead of being stored in 
the basement, up to 1000 bottles are featured and framed by the rusticbrick arched 
back bar. Warm materials and textures recall the old Pizza Man. The base of the bar 
glows with backlit panels constructed from wine bottlebottoms.The brick perimeter walls 
are exposed, some are painted, some were left in their current rustic condition. 
Reclaimed wood is used everywhere and it is a tradition for patrons carve to their 
names into the booths and walls. 
 
Seating varies throughout the space.  Café type seating is placed along the glass for 
lunch time dining with more intimate booth seating placeddeeper into the space. In the 
private dining room, diners are seated at a custom table made from repurposed wine 
barrels and are surrounded by wine bottles.There is also a romanticbooth for two tucked 
away under the stairs.  
 
Cost saving, handmade elements are prevalent.  Light fixtures were fabricated using 
repurposed wine bottles, barrels and even antique jelly jarswith pulleys. A colorful, 
custom chandelier made from iron and wine bottles punctuates the two story opening 
above the stairs which were constructed with posts from a barn and a two story iron 
screen. 
 
The second level was an opportunity to create something special and surprising.  A 
portion of the roof was removed to form an outdoor dining terrace.  It is ringed by 
garage doors that when opened, blend the interior and outdoor dining.  Locating the 
kitchen on the second floor allowed the windows on the first floor to be left open for the 
patrons.  Placing it in the back also provided better access to the alley for deliveries.   
 
All of the details come together to make the customer experience even better than 
people remember, reestablishing this Milwaukee icon for the next 40 years. 
 
 
Awards Received: 2014 ASID WI Chapter – Bronze Award 





















Pizza Man Exterior  - Before Pizza Man Exterior  - After



Pizza Man Second Floor - Before
(Housed Four Apartment Units)

Pizza Man Second Floor  - After



Pizza Man First Floor



Pizza Man Staircase
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